IGNITE STAGE - SHARING A GREAT DIGITAL HEALTH EXPERIENCE

Don't miss out! Visit the HIC Ignite Stage in the heart of the HIC Innovation Expo and hear 5 minute presentations by our hand-picked presenters sharing a great digital health experience. Every day in the session breaks in the Exhibition Hall - see you there!

**MONDAY 12 AUGUST @ INNOVATION EXPO**

1.00 - 2.00pm
- Get on top of your ecosystem with a real-time industry knowledge graph. **Marcus Dawe** Health Horizon @healthhorizon
- Cardiab: Delivering the future models of care. **HeLEN SouriS** Cardiab @cardiab
- Ordashi-Hiasobi: Primary care solution simplicity platform. **Brett Eser** Ordashi @ordashi
- Social robot enabled digital healthcare ecosystem. **Rajiv Khosla** Human Centred Innovations

3.30 - 4.00pm
- Pfizer Healthcare Hub: An open innovation strategy. **Ashok Dixit** Pfizer @pfizer
- Hacking Health: Global reach in innovating health - Get involved. **Luc Sirois** Hacking Health Global (via Video) @hackinghealth
- HISA’s Innovating Health Series: 2019/2020 update. **Greg Moran** HISA @gregmoran19

**TUESDAY 13 AUGUST @ INNOVATION EXPO**

10.30 - 11.00am
- HUSKI: Harnessing untapped scientifically-based knowledge intelligently. **Dr. Victoria Wang** DiscoverQuick @VictoriaRuiWang
- VR rehab for stroke patients. **Christian Doran** Recovery VR @RecoveryVR
- Cyber Clinic: Innovations in artificial intelligence driving access to mental health. **Dr. Qusai Hussain** Cyber Clinic @ClinicCyber

1.00 - 2.00pm
- Healthcare at 40,000 feet and altitude zero. **Rafic Habib** Clinic to Cloud @Rafic_Habib
- Case study: Translating an idea to a successful digital health product. **George Charalambos** Curve Tomorrow @CurveTomorrow
- Medical credentialing made easy. **Michael Maher** One Passport @one_passport
- Flinders Assistant for Memory Enhancement (FAME). **Dr. Luca Perimal-Lewis** Flinders University @Luaperimal
- Consumers change the future of health. **Ian Manovel** Accenture Australia @ManovellInnovate

3.30 - 4.00pm
- Accelerating innovation through collaboration: An Australian and New Zealand story. **Chris Kommatas** Health Roundtable @nycdwunder
- My Emergency Dr: Emergency care in your pocket. **Prof Richard Paoloni** My Emergency Dr @myemergencydr
- Thrivor: Appointments, communications and payments through a patient led technology solution. **Jenn Johnson** Thrivor @Thrivor

**WEDNESDAY 14 AUGUST @ INNOVATION EXPO**

10.30 - 11.00am
- Medipass: Revolutionising claims and payments in healthcare. **Adrian Perillo** Medipass @axp
- Connected care: Transforming the delivery of care with technology. **Kath Hamilton** loop+
- Zero to hero: Curing the pain health tech is causing your nurses. **Robert Buehrig** Cogniomi @Cogniomi1
- Rise and smile 101. **Dr Amol Wagholikar** Rise01 @RiseAndSmile101